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BOLD IS SIMPLE 

Mike Zitt Inc. helped United Way expand its brand message beyond 
the organization’s annual three-month campaign.  
 

BACKGROUND
Created by United Way and area organizations, Bold Goals are specific, measurable goals 
in key areas of health, education and income that build the foundation for a stronger 
community. The United Way has worked closely with businesses and organizations to foster 
engagement and support of the Bold Goals throughout its 2012 Annual Corporate Campaign, 
and has turned its attention to encourage broader public awareness and participation.

CHALLENGES
The United Way needed to stand for more than just its annual three-month campaign. 
Because people tend to think of the United Way as just a three-month brand, the organization 
wanted to expand this limiting perception. 

Employees don’t necessarily associate their company’s internal United Way campaign with 
long-term goals for positive community outcomes. Instead, they view it as a short-term 
solution focused on just helping those in need – rather than working towards solving the 
problems that created the needs. 

The overall campaign not only needed to raise public awareness of the Bold Goals initiatives, 
it also needed to make clear that while the United Way was leading the cause, they were just 
one of more than 200 area companies and organizations publically committed to the effort. 

In short, the United Way needed to roll out these Bold Goals in a powerful way — both to 
expand the organization’s community reach and to extend its brand awareness beyond the 
usual campaign season… and to have new creative delivered within an abbreviated four-week 
timeframe. 
 
SOLUTION
The United Way enlisted Mike Zitt Inc. to create a multi-media campaign to introduce the 
newly defined Bold Goals. These Bold Goals would become the springboard for change with 
the agency’s innovative “Bold is Simple” campaign. 

Working with writer Julie Mullins, the core idea was to illuminate simple actions anyone can 
take to affect change in key areas towards reaching the Bold Goals — and then to highlight 
current achievements and regional stats to date. These Bold Goals were communicated 
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Paid media total: $38,156. 

The following are the bonus  
items we were able to deliver:
Enquirer ½ page, 4-color, 
124,142 circulation                        
$5,377.74 value
 
(3) 1/6 page, black/
white, 372,426 circulation       
$8,275.62 value
 
Cincinnati.com, 
500,000 impressions                       
$5,000.00 value
 
Outdoor
(3) digital boards, 4 weeks, 
573,736 impressions    
$5,000 value
 
Cincinnati Business Courier
¼ page, black/white,  
10,200 circulation  
$3,325 value
 
$26,978.06 additional value  
(not including clearchannel  

on-air and online)
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Simple Actions. Bold Goals.

Improving lives means helping 
people access medical care for 
greater independence and health.

Did you know that, since 1999, the percentage of Greater Cincinnati 
adults who have been told they have high blood pressure rose from 
25% to 34%? Getting regular medical screenings helps you stay on top 
of your health. Find out how you can take action and see a complete list 
of organizations endorsing the Bold Goals – visit uwgc.org/boldgoals

as cause-and-effect relationships, e.g., a mentor’s positive influence results in improved likelihood of a child staying in 
school. In other words, Simple Actions lead towards Bold Goals.

Working closely with our Strategic Media partner, The Barkan Agency, media goals were also established. Given the short 
campaign period, we focused on media vehicles that built reach and frequency quickly. 

The creative solution involved building a story incrementally across each medium, and each piece of messaging was 
determined in part by the most suitable media placement for the message. To generate interest, the complete campaign 
would be revealed gradually, with each different medium optimized for a singular purpose as the larger story unfolded. 
Each deliverable links the campaign together:

The billboards served as teasers, with no call to action but 

merely an introduction to the initiative. They featured shorter, 

simpler messages embedded within longer statements. 

PSA-style radio ads conveyed more detailed information about 

the Bold Goals. 

Print ads presented simple actions anyone can take, and their 

resultant impact.

The online creative carried specific action items and drove 

traffic to the website.

An Organization Endorsement Kit was created for participating 

businesses to extend the Bold Goals messages themselves. 

The Kit included customized break-room posters and social 

media strategies with sample internal and external posts.
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The visual style and social media components were designed to appeal to a wider audience 
base, particularly Millennials. In a departure from United Way’s photography-focused 
campaigns of previous years, Mike Zitt Inc.’s “Bold is Simple” campaign features clever 
text-driven messaging. Brief, pointed statements appear in a typeface reminiscent of text 
messaging and are couched in colorful brand iconography. This winning creative direction is 
not only eye-catching, but it also captures the immediacy and simplicity of the Bold Goals. 
Bold is Simple indeed.


